
LESSON 6: Why does Mr. Bean not see the men?
PREVIOUS LESSON We modeled interactions between light, people, and the one-way mirror to explain why Mr. Bean and the men can see Mr. Bean. We modeled how light from

Room A’s light source transmits through the one-way mirror, reflects off the men, and enters Mr. Bean’s eyes. We wondered why Mr. Bean doesn’t see the men.

THIS LESSON

INVESTIGATION

2 days

 

We know different amounts of light enter Mr. Bean’s eyes from each side of the one-way mirror. Since light that
has reflected off the men enters Mr. Bean’s eyes, we wonder why Mr. Bean can’t see them. To figure this out, we
obtain more information about what happens when light enters the eye. We watch a video and record what we
notice. We wonder about the structure of the eye and how the eye and brain process light inputs. We model
how light inputs transform into signals that the brain processes to tell us what we see. Then, we think about
experiences from our everyday lives to help us explain what happens when there are two inputs of light and why
we only “see” one input, or “see” one input better than the other.

NEXT LESSON We will develop a written explanation to answer the questions: (1) Why do the men see Mr. Bean? and (2) Why does Mr. Bean see himself but not the men? We
will use self-assessment and peer feedback to revise our explanations. We will celebrate that we can fully explain the anchoring phenomenon.

BUILDING TOWARD NGSS

MS-PS4-2, MS-LS1-8

WHAT STUDENTS WILL DO

6.A Ask questions to model the path of light as it travels through the lens of the eye, and to explain how the shape and composition of the lens
causes the path of light to change directions (refract) before reaching the retina at the back of the eye.

6.B Develop a model that describes how the eye responds to (interacts with) different inputs of light and transforms those inputs to signals that
travel along the optic nerve to the brain, which processes the signals into what we “see.”

WHAT STUDENTS WILL FIGURE OUT

Light changes direction (refracts) when it travels between different transparent materials.
When a light input is detected by sense receptors in our eye, it is turned into a signal that travels along the optic nerve to the brain, which
processes it into what we see.
When there are multiple inputs, the brain responds to the strongest signal.



Lesson 6 • Learning Plan Snapshot
Part Duration Summary Slide Materials

1 5 min NAVIGATION
Revisit the light inputs entering Mr. Bean’s eyes and our initial ideas about why he cannot see the men.
Motivate the need to investigate what happens when light enters the eye.

A Lesson 5 class consensus model

2 15 min TRACE THE PATH OF LIGHT AFTER IT ENTERS THE EYE
Watch a video that shows how the structures that make up the eye work together with the brain to enable
us to “see” things. Record and share what we notice and wonder, then develop a model that traces a
single light input into the eye.

B-C Lesson 5 class consensus model, The Visual
System: How Your Eyes Work video, chart paper,
markers

3 23 min INVESTIGATE HOW A LENS FOCUSES LIGHT
Observe how light refracts when it passes through the lens of a magnifying glass. Compare observations
with what happens when light passes through the lens of the human eye.

D-H How Light Interacts with a Lens Investigation

4 2 min NAVIGATION
Motivate next steps to figure out how the eye and brain respond to multiple light inputs and why Mr.
Bean can’t see the men.

End of day 1

5 5 min NAVIGATION
Review what we have figured out and where we are going next.

I

6 20 min USE EVERYDAY EXPERIENCES TO MAKE SENSE OF THE PHENOMENON
Observe everyday experiences that illustrate how the brain focuses on some inputs and not others, then
leverage those experiences to develop group models that include the second light input entering Mr.
Bean’s eyes.

J-P colored pencils, Why does Mr. Bean see himself and
not the men?: Model Template, tape, revised class
consensus model from day 1

7 18 min CONDUCT A CONSENSUS DISCUSSION
Share group models during a Consensus Discussion and develop a class consensus model that explains
why Mr. Bean can see himself but can’t see the men.

Q chart paper, markers

8 2 min NAVIGATION
Summarize what we have figured out and share next steps.

R

End of day 2



Lesson 6 • Materials List
per student per group per class

How Light Interacts with a Lens Investigation
materials

flashlight
magnifying
glass

flashlight
magnifying glass
laser light
chart paper
markers

Lesson materials science notebook
colored pencils
Why does Mr. Bean see himself and not the men?: Model
Template
tape

Lesson 5 class consensus model
The Visual System: How Your Eyes Work
video
chart paper
markers
revised class consensus model from day 1

Materials preparation (20 minutes)
Review teacher guide, slides, and teacher references or keys (if applicable).

Make copies of handouts and ensure sufficient copies of student references, readings, and procedures are available.

Day 1 preparation
Check that the video, The Visual System: How Your Eyes Work, plays from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i3_n3Ibfn1c .

An extension opportunity is offered if you have extra time and want your students to figure out and apply ideas about refraction to explain other everyday experiences. If you choose to
complete the extension opportunity, be prepared to insert one or more activities from Extension Opportunity: Refraction of Light Activities after day 1 and before day 2. Note that some of these
activities require additional materials and preparation.

Some states prohibit the use of lasers or laser pointers at the elementary and middle school levels. Check your state regulations. Provide students with laser protective eyewear if using the
laser.

Follow these additional safety precaution when using a laser in the classroom:
1. Wear laser protective eye-wear during the setup, hands-on, and take down segments of the activity.
2. When using laser beams, put a caution sign at the door.
3. Remove all reflective items (watches, jewelry, etc.)
4. Before turning on the laser pointer, always be sure that it is pointed away from yourself and others.
5. Never look directly into a laser pointer.
6. Never direct a laser pointer at another person.
7. Remove all potential trip/slip fall hazards for darken room movement.
8. Windows are covered with blinds, shades or other non-flammable barriers that reduce transmission of the beam.
9. Wash your hands with soap and water immediately after completing this activity.

Day 1: How Light Interacts with a Lens Investigation
Group size: 3-4 students
Setup:

Gather the following materials for each small group: flashlight, magnifying glass

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i3_n3Ibfn1c


Gather the following materials for the teacher demonstration: flashlight, laser light, magnifying glass
Check that the batteries in the laser light and flashlights are charged and installed correctly.
Students will need their science notebook and a pencil to document observations.

Notes for during the lab:
Darken the room as much as possible by closing any shades and turning off the lights. Some light from windows is OK. You can leave the classroom lights on until it is time to conduct
the investigation.

Safety:
Students should never look directly at bright light sources, even a flashlight.
Inform students that even relatively small amounts of laser light can lead to permanent eye injuries. During this investigation, only the teacher handles the laser light.

Storage:
All materials can be safely stored in a materials cabinet or closet.
Remove batteries from the laser light and flashlights for long-term storage.



Lesson 6 • Where We Are Going and NOT Going
Where We Are Going

In the previous lesson, students figure out that two light inputs enter Mr. Bean’s eyes--a stronger input from his own reflection in the one-way mirror and a weaker input reflecting off the men
through the one-way mirror. This presents an opportunity for students to investigate why Mr. Bean can’t see the men through the one-way mirror, even though light is reflected off the men
and into his eyes.

In this lesson, students learn how the eye and brain work together to process inputs of light. Students develop a number of important understandings about light and information processing,
which help them figure out why Mr. Bean can see himself but can’t see the men.

Light that passes through the lens of the human eye is refracted and focused to a point on the retina at the back of the eye. Structures in the retina change the light input into an
electrical signal that is transferred by the optic nerve to the brain, where this signal is processed into what we “see.”
When two (or more) inputs of light enter the eye and are sent to the brain as electrical signals, the brain attends to the stronger signal, which is why Mr. Bean sees himself and not the
men.

Where We Are NOT Going

Refraction of light happens when light passes through the surfaces of different transparent materials. This lesson focuses on refraction through the lens of a magnifying glass, similar to the lens
of the human eye, but does not include an in-depth investigation of refraction through a variety of transparent materials. Extension Opportunity: Refraction of Light Activities provides additional
activities for students to further develop the concept of light refraction. These optional activities will require an additional day of instruction.

While in the process of figuring out why Mr. Bean cannot see the men, students might also recognize that some of the light reflected off the men and into the one-way mirror also travels back
into the men’s eyes. This may prompt students to ask, “Why do the men not see themselves in the one-way mirror?” This phenomenon is also explained by the structure of the one-way mirror
and the way the eye and brain work together to process inputs of light, and it is addressed in an optional activity in Lesson 7.



5 min

LEARNING PLAN for LESSON 6
1 · NAVIGATION
MATERIALS: Lesson 5 class consensus model

Revisit what we figured out and our next steps. Display slide A, and say, We know two light inputs enter Mr. Bean’s eyes: light that reflects off Mr.
Bean to the one-way mirror and back to his eyes, and light that reflects off the men and transmits through the one-way mirror to Mr. Bean’s eyes. We
also know the first light input is stronger than the second. Based on this, what did we expect Mr. Bean to be able to see? What did he actually see?
Turn and talk with a partner.

Give partners a minute to talk. Reconvene the class for a brief sharing, using the questions on the slide and the follow-up questions below to
surface students’ thinking.

Suggested prompt Sample student response Follow-up question

What did we expect Mr. Bean to see, based
on the light inputs to his eye?

If light from Mr. Bean and the men enters Mr.
Bean’s eyes, we would expect him to see
himself and the men.

What does Mr. Bean actually see? Mr. Bean only sees himself. He does not see
the men.

What might explain why Mr. Bean cannot see
the men?

Summarize by saying that we figured out why Mr. Bean sees himself and why the men see him, but we have not figured out why Mr. Bean
cannot see the men.

Point to the two light inputs into Mr. Bean's eyes in the Lesson 5
class consensus model. Say, At the end of our last lesson, we were left
wondering why Mr. Bean doesn't see the men, because there is light
reflecting off them and entering Mr. Bean's eyes. What are some initial
ideas about what could be happening to keep him from seeing the
men?

Listen for these ideas:
It’s not enough light.
It’s less light than the light reflecting off Mr. Bean.
Maybe the eye needs a certain amount of light to see
something.

Say, Let's keep these ideas in mind as we investigate the eye further.
Let's make sure to circle back to them to decide why, if light from the
men enters Mr. Bean's eye, he doesn't see them.



15 min2 · TRACE THE PATH OF LIGHT AFTER IT ENTERS THE EYE
MATERIALS: science notebook, Lesson 5 class consensus model, The Visual System: How Your Eyes Work video, chart paper, markers

Motivate figuring out what is seen. Say, So we know Mr. Bean sees himself. How is it that Mr. Bean sees the light input from himself, but not
the light input from the men? Point to the two light inputs on the consensus model. Say, Maybe if we figure out why Mr. Bean can see one
input, we can use that to understand why he doesn't see the other one. To do this, we will watch a video and record what we notice and what
we wonder about.

Use slide B to guide students in setting up their science notebook. Have them record the investigation question, “What happens to light after
it enters Mr. Bean’s eyes so that he can see himself?” and draw a two-column Notice and Wonder chart.

Present the video. Tell students this video describes how our eyes work. Remind them to record what they notice and wonder as they watch
the video. Let them know they will have a few extra minutes afterward to complete their Notice and Wonder chart.

Play the video, The Visual System: How Your Eyes Work, from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i3_n3Ibfn1c .

When the video is over, give students about 3 minutes to finish recording their noticings and wonderings.

Share and record noticings and wonderings. Ask students to share what they noticed and what they wondered about as they watched the
video. Document what they share on chart paper, asking for clarification as needed.

Summarize what we know to develop a class model. Show slide C. Tell students we now know more about what light does after it enters
the eye. Suggest that we use these new ideas to develop a class model to explain why light helps us see objects. Explain that the model
should show the path of light after it enters the eye and describe what happens from the time light enters the eye to the time the brain
processes the signal. Work with students to develop the model on chart paper.

ADDITIONAL
GUIDANCE

While watching the video, some students will likely notice that the lens of the eye causes the light entering the
eye to converge or come together to a point at the retina. This is an example of refraction of light. The convex
structure of the lens causes all incoming light rays to refract or change direction, all moving inward towards a
focal point.

In this teacher guide, you will see refraction of light referred to as light “changing direction” instead of light
“bending.” Describing light as bending may communicate to students that light curves. Unlike how a metal rod
or a straw might bend, or curve, light does not. Rather, it travels in straight lines, but it can change direction as it
moves between transparent materials, which makes it appear to bend.

When discussing this concept, carefully choose how you will describe refraction. You can choose to use either
“changing direction” or “bending,” or both, but make sure you use language that will give students an accurate
mental image of what light is actually doing as it moves through different transparent materials.

✱ SUPPORTING STUDENTS IN
DEVELOPING AND USING SYSTEMS
AND SYSTEM MODELS

Use this opportunity to have your students
reflect on the new system they are
describing. Students may identify the eye as
a system, the brain as a system, or the eye-
brain system. Have students reflect on why
it’s helpful to describe the system we are
working in, and how it can be useful to pay
attention to interactions between systems,
or subsystems within larger systems.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i3_n3Ibfn1c


23 min

The class model should look similar to the image shown and include the
following sequence of events:

1. Light enters the eye through the pupil to the lens.✱
2. As the light passes through the lens, the lens causes the light to focus to

a point on the retina at the back of the eye.
3. Structures in the retina change the light signal to an electrical signal.
4. The electrical signal travels from the retina to the brain along the optic

nerve.
5. The brain processes the electrical signal and that is what we “see.”

ADDITIONAL
GUIDANCE

If students struggle with developing this model, you can guide them with a number of strategies:
Students may need to watch the video a second time prior to modeling what happens to light after it
enters the eye. This will give them a purpose for watching it again, and help guide their observations.
To help students determine what should be included in the model, ask them to list the components or
structures of the “visual system” described in the video. This could include a number of structures, the
most important of which are the lens, retina, optic nerve, and brain. Students may want to list additional
structures, such as the cornea, pupil, iris, and light-sensitive cells in the retina. These structures also play
an important role in the visual system, but it is OK if students do not include them in the model. The
goal is for students to focus on the structures most responsible for transforming light into electrical
signals.
If students did not notice that the light focuses to a point as it passes through the lens, show the video
again and challenge them to identify when this happens.
To help students describe the sequence of events after light enters the eye, refer back to the list of
noticings recorded on chart paper. Students can most likely find and sequence the events that describe
the process from within this list.

3 · INVESTIGATE HOW A LENS FOCUSES LIGHT
MATERIALS: How Light Interacts with a Lens Investigation, science notebook

Note how light interacts with a lens. Say, In the video, we observed light coming together to a point as it passed through the lens of the eye. We
haven’t accounted for anything like this before. We know light travels in straight lines, but this seems a little different. Let’s make sure we understand
how light is focused to a point on the retina at the back of the eye.

Set up the science notebook. Use slide D to guide students in setting up their next notebook page. Then tell them we will investigate how
light interacts with a lens. Hold up a magnifying glass for students to look at, and ask, In what ways is the lens of the magnifying glass similar to
the lens in the human eye? Give students a minute to talk with their groups, then call on a few to share.

✱ STRATEGIES FOR THIS BUILDING
UNDERSTANDINGS DISCUSSION

The goals of this Building Understandings
Discussion include:

sharing observations
connecting and building on the
evidence and thinking of others
describing what happens to light as
it passes through transparent
materials
arriving at tentative conclusions
about what happens to a light input
when it enters the eye



Suggested prompt Sample student response Follow-up question

In what ways is the lens of the magnifying
glass similar to the lens in the human eye?

The lens of the magnifying glass has a shape
similar to the lens of the eye.

Both lenses are transparent (clear) and allow
light to transmit (pass through).

In what ways are the two lenses different?

Explain that because the lens of the magnifying glass is transparent and shaped like the lens of the human eye, we will use the magnifying
glass to explore how a lens interacts with light so we have a better understanding of what happens to light that enters the human eye.

Preview the investigation procedures. Show slide E and walk students through the investigation procedures. Remind them to be prepared to
share their observations with the class.

Arrange students in small groups and distribute their lab materials (magnifying glass and flashlight). When students are ready, turn off the
classroom lights and give the groups about 10 minutes to work.

SAFETY
PRECAUTIONS

Prior to conducting this quick investigation, remind students that they should never look directly at sources of
bright light, including a flashlight, and that even relatively small amounts of laser light can lead to permanent
eye injuries. If a laser light is used, follow these additional precautions:

1. Wear laser protective eye-wear during the setup, hands-on, and take down segments of the activity.
2. When using laser beams, put a caution sign at the door.
3. Remove all reflective items (watches, jewelry, etc.)
4. Before turning on the laser pointer, always be sure that it is pointed away from yourself and others.
5. Never look directly into a laser pointer.
6. Never direct a laser pointer at another person.
7. Remove all potential trip/slip fall hazards for darken room movement.
8. Windows are covered with blinds, shades or other non-flammable barriers that reduce transmission of the

beam.
9. Wash your hands with soap and water immediately after completing this activity.

ADDITIONAL
GUIDANCE

When placing the magnifying glass between the
flashlight and science notebook, students may or
may not be able to get the light to focus into a point.
They will, however, see the size of the beam
decrease after transmitting through the lens.
Changes in the shape and diameter of the beam
depend on the flashlight used. The image shows
examples of how students’ drawings may differ
accordingly.

To help guide the discussion, invite students
to share observations and encourage them
to support their thinking with evidence from
their observations.



Example observations are shown below.

Flashlight example #1 Flashlight example #2

No magnifying glass Magnifying glass No magnifying glass Magnifying glass

Conduct a Building Understandings Discussion. Conduct a Building Understandings Discussion.✱ Show slide F and use the questions on the
slide to guide the discussion. As students respond to the questions, encourage them to use their observations as evidence to support their
thinking. Have a flashlight and magnifying glass handy for use during the discussion to help clarify students’ ideas as needed.

KEY IDEAS Purpose of this discussion: Give students opportunities to use evidence to compare what they observe when
placing the magnifying glass in the path of light from the flashlight to what happens to light when it enters the
lens of the human eye.

Listen for these ideas:
A lens, like the lens of the human eye, changes the direction of (refracts) light so the light converges to
a point.
When light moves from the air and through a different transparent material, it changes direction
(refracts).

Demonstrate refraction with a laser light and magnifying glass. While the room is still dark, further demonstrate refraction of light by shining
a laser light through a magnifying glass onto a piece of paper below the lens. Students will see the thin beam of light change directions
(refract) as it passes through the lens. As you move the laser to shine through different places on the lens, students will notice that the point
of light on the paper moves very little (i.e., the light continues to refract or change direction to the same focal point). Ask students to imagine
that the laser light is a single ray of light. Explain that multiple rays of light make up a beam of light, such as the beam from the flashlight. The
shape of this lens changes the direction of each ray of light so all the rays in the beam end up focused to a point on the paper. This is what
happens in the human eye. The rays of light that make up an input of light change direction as they pass through the lens of the eye and are
focused to a point on the back of the eye, which is the retina.



ADDITIONAL
GUIDANCE

This is a good time to introduce the word “refract” as a word we encounter. Tell students “refract” is the science
term for light changing direction when it passes through transparent materials, like the lens of the magnifying
glass. If you complete the refraction activities in Extension Opportunity: Refraction of Light Activities, the term
“refract” will become a word we earn and can be posted to the Word Wall at that time.

Develop a class consensus model. As students make sense of what they observed, use
chart paper to draw a class model of the light from the flashlight as it passes through the
magnifying glass and refracts. Your model may look similar to the image shown.

Suggested prompt Sample student response Follow-up question

What happens when the magnifying glass is
placed between the flashlight and the page?

When we moved the magnifying glass into
the path of light from the flashlight, the size
of the circle of light changed--it was smaller.

What do you think is happening to the light
as it passes through the lens of the
magnifying glass?

How does the magnifying glass and flashlight
model compare to light entering the lens of
the eye (the system we are modeling)?

Both lenses cause the light to come together.

The rays of light are changing direction and
coming together.

What do you think will happen if we hold the
flashlight higher (or lower), then move the
magnifying glass up and down?

After drawing a class model of the light passing through the magnifying glass, show slide G and read the question aloud. Have students turn
and talk to a partner about it, then ask a few to share with the class.

Suggested prompt Sample student response

What have we figured out about light transmitting through the lens of
the eye?

When light passes through a lens like the magnifying glass and the
lens of the human eye, the light changes direction (refracts). We know
this because the beam of light from the flashlight passes through the
magnifying glass and comes together or focuses into a smaller circle.



Summarize and record the class’s science idea about refraction. As students
verbalize what we have learned about the interaction between light and a lens
like that of the human eye, add the following idea to the Science Ideas chart:

Light changes direction (refracts) when traveling between different
transparent materials.

Connect the model to why Mr. Bean can see himself. Summarize this portion of
the discussion by saying, Now that we have a better understanding of what happens
to light as it passes through the lens of the eye, we are ready to describe what happens
when light enters Mr. Bean’s eyes so that he can see himself.

ADDITIONAL
GUIDANCE

If your students need or want to learn more about refraction of light, three additional activities can be found in
Extension Opportunity: Refraction of Light Activities.

Activity 1: Refraction Reading - a reading about everyday phenomena related to vision problems
Activity 2: Observing Refraction of Light - additional reflection activities
Activity 3: Modeling Refraction of Light - representing what happens when light refracts

If you choose to use these activities, the reading (Activity 1) should be assigned as home learning in preparation
for the other two activities, which should be completed in class. Keep in mind that these will add an additional
day of instruction.

Draw tentative conclusions. Show slide H and give students a few moments to read it. Tell them to work with their partner to apply
what they have observed as evidence to describe what happens when light enters Mr. Bean’s eyes so that he can see himself. Give

them 3-4 minutes to talk, then call them back to the whole class and ask them to share.

Listen for the following description. As students share, use questions to surface
missing steps in the process.

1. Light reflects off Mr. Bean and reaches the one-way mirror.
2. That light then reflects off the one-way mirror and enters each of Mr.

Bean’s eyes, going to the lens.
3. As the light passes through the lens, the lens causes the light to refract

and focus to a point on the retina at the back of his eye.
4. Structures in the retina change the light signal to an electrical signal.
5. The electrical signal travels from the retina to the brain along the optic

nerve.
6. The brain processes the electrical signal and Mr. Bean sees himself.

Revise the class model to represent the light input into Mr. Bean’s eye. As
students share, refer to the class model created after the video. Use an orange
marker to change the color of the light input and the electrical signal in the
model so it represents the light reflecting off Mr. Bean to the one-way mirror, then back into his eyes. Add a key to indicate that the orange
color represents the light that reflects off Mr. Bean, into the one-way mirror, and into his eyes.



2 min

5 min

ASSESSMENT
OPPORTUNITY

Building towards: 6.A Ask questions to model the path of light as it travels through the lens of the eye, and to
explain how the shape and composition of the lens causes the path of light to change directions (bend or
refract) before hitting the retina at the back of the eye.

What to look for/listen for:
As students share what they have figured out about light that transmits through the lens of the human eye and
draw tentative conclusions about what happens when light enters Mr. Bean’s eyes so that he can see himself,
listen for students to share that

the shape and transparency of the lens of the human eye causes light to change direction (refract),
and
the refracted light is focused to a point on the retina at the back of the eye.

What to do:
If students do not describe the lens of the human eye and how it refracts light and focuses it on the retina, you
can surface that information in a number of ways:

Ask students what we learned as we investigated how light interacts with the magnifying glass.
Point to the class model and ask students to describe the role of the lens in processing the light that
enters Mr. Bean’s eyes.
Ask students to describe the similarities between the lens of the magnifying glass and the lens of the
eye, and explain why those similarities were important to think about as we tried to figure out what
happens to light when it enters Mr. Bean’s eyes.

In addition, students will have opportunities to revisit these ideas if you choose to use the additional refraction
activities in Extension Opportunity: Refraction of Light Activities.

4 · NAVIGATION
MATERIALS: None

Motivate next steps. Tell students, We now know what happens to one light input after it enters Mr. Bean’s eyes. We can describe how the light that
reflects off him into the one-way mirror and back into his eyes is changed into a signal that his brain processes, enabling him to see himself. Our next
step is to figure out what’s going on with the second light input and why Mr. Bean can’t see the men even though light reflects off them and enters Mr.
Bean’s eyes, too. Have students put away their lab materials and close up for the day.

End of day 1

5 · NAVIGATION
MATERIALS: None

Revisit tentative conclusions and next steps. Show slide I. Have students turn and talk with a partner about the questions on the slide:
What have we figured out so far?
What are our next steps?

Give students 1-2 minutes to review what happens to light so that Mr. Bean can see himself and to remind each other about our next steps.
Transition by saying, We know what happens for one input of light into Mr. Bean’s eye, but there are two inputs, and for some reason Mr. Bean doesn’t
seem to be able to see the second one. Let’s use what we learned to explain why Mr. Bean only “sees” one input.



20 min6 · USE EVERYDAY EXPERIENCES TO MAKE SENSE OF THE PHENOMENON
MATERIALS: science notebook, colored pencils, Why does Mr. Bean see himself and not the men?: Model Template, tape, revised class consensus model from day 1

Experience a related phenomenon. Use slide J to guide students in setting up their notebook. Have them record the lesson question, “Why
does Mr. Bean not see the men?” and draw a two-column Notice and Wonder chart. Instruct students to draw lines to create three rows on
the chart and to number the rows. These will be used to document what they notice and wonder about three different sets of images.

Tell students they will observe three sets of images. For each set, they will have 2 minutes to record what they notice and wonder in their
chart.

Show slide K. Say the flashlight was turned on in a well-lit room (Image A) and in a darkened room (Image B). Give students 2 minutes to
record what they notice and wonder.

Show slide L and say the images are of the same cellphone with the same message on the screen. Image A shows the cellphone outside in
bright sunlight, while Image B shows the cellphone indoors. Give students 2 minutes to record what they notice and wonder.

Show slide M and say the images are of the same tablet with a reading app open and set with a dark background. ✱ Image A shows the
tablet in a well-lit room, while Image B shows the same tablet in a dark room. Again, give students 2 minutes to record noticings and
wonderings. If students need a little extra time to complete their chart, give them an additional 2 minutes after they have seen all three sets
of images.

Share noticings and wonderings for the sets of images. Show slide N and ask students to turn and talk to a partner about the questions on
the slide. Before calling on students to share their ideas, ask them to listen carefully for what is common among our shared ideas, because
this will be important as they try to make sense of why Mr. Bean cannot see the men.

Sample responses to the questions on slide N are below.

Suggested prompt Sample student response

When you look at each set of images, why do you think the object
looks different in Image A than it does in Image B?

When we look at Set #1, the flashlight in Image A is in a brightly lit
room. The light from the flashlight is not as strong or as bright as all
the light in the room. But, in Image B, the flashlight doesn’t have to
compete with any other light because the room is dark. So we only see
the light from the flashlight.

When we look at Set #2, it’s hard to see the message on the cellphone
in bright sunlight! In Image A, the sunlight is so much brighter than the
light coming from the cellphone screen. But, in Image B, the indoor
light is not as bright, so we can easily read the cellphone.

In Set #3, the tablet in Image A is impossible to read because there is
so little light coming from the screen and the light in the room is bright.
In Image B, we see that the tablet’s light is visible in a very dark room
because there is no other light to compete with it.

✱ ATTENDING TO EQUITY

Students may or may not have personal
experience using a reading app on a tablet at
night, as not all students have access to the
same technology at home. If you think this
might be an issue, do not use slide M in this
experience. Instead, you can

eliminate row 3 in the Notice and
Wonder chart on slide J, so students
record noticings and wonderings for the
sets of images on slide K and slide L
only; or
have students use the third row in the
chart to record what they notice and
wonder when observing the LCD
projector’s image on the screen in the
classroom with the lights on and with
the lights off.

✱ SUPPORTING STUDENTS IN
DEVELOPING AND USING SYSTEMS
AND SYSTEM MODELS

If students struggle to revise their model, use
systems thinking to guide them with
questions such as these:

What does your model need to explain
or describe?
What are the different systems you
need to include in the model?
What important components of those
systems do you need to include in your
model?
What interactions do you need to
represent?
How do the experiences you took part
in help you revise our class model from
day 1 so it explains why Mr. Bean can’t
see the men?

If students need more scaffolding, use the
class consensus model from day 1 and ask
questions like the following:

What does the class model from day 1
represent?



Suggested prompt Sample student response

Have you had any experiences similar to these? When the headlights on my mom’s car are on during the day, they
don’t light up the street in front of the car. But at night, the headlights
really light up the street!

When some of my teachers use the document camera in the
classroom, it’s easier to see what’s under the camera when the room is
dark than when it is bright.

Discuss how the brain processes multiple inputs. As students share their observations and experiences, they should notice that all the image
sets and the experiences we shared involve light. Show slide K and slide L and say that when light from a source like a cellphone or flashlight
is competing with a brighter source of light, it is difficult to see the weaker light source (the cellphone or flashlight).

Ask students if they have any other experiences like these that are not based on light. For example, point out that the air conditioner (or
heater) in the classroom turns off and on throughout the day, but we usually don’t hear it. It’s not that we can’t hear it, we are probably just
listening to other things going on in class.

Students may come up with other examples, such as these:
When a television and a radio are both on at the same time, we usually only hear the one that is loudest or closest to us.
We might not hear someone (like our mom or dad) calling us if we are watching TV.
When we put a bite of very salty food in our mouth, it’s hard to taste anything but the salt.
We sometimes don’t hear the doorbell when we are focused on homework.
When someone in class wears really strong perfume or cologne, it’s hard to smell anything else. Sometimes we get a headache
from strong smells like that.

Determine our main takeaways. After a number of students have shared related phenomena, ask, How can we summarize what we have
learned? Give students a few moments to think before asking a few to share. Listen for the following ideas to surface:

Our senses (eyes, ears, and nose, for example) often experience more than one input from our environment.
When there is more than one input, we usually focus on the strongest. This includes inputs of light, sound, taste, or smell.
This doesn’t mean the other inputs do not reach our brain, it just means we pay attention to only the strongest.

Summarize the discussion by saying that when there are multiple inputs into any of our senses, the brain filters out those that are weaker
signals and pays attention to the signal that is the strongest.

Leverage what we have learned to develop a group model. Show slide O and use the questions to review the revised class consensus model
from the end of day 1 (If you do not wish to use the image on this slide, delete the image and use your class model instead). Distribute 1 copy
of Why does Mr. Bean see himself and not the men?: Model Template to each student.

Suggested prompt Sample student response

How many inputs of light enter Mr. Bean’s eyes? We know two inputs of light enter Mr. Bean’s eyes--light that reflects
off Mr. Bean to the one-way mirror and back to his eyes, and light that
reflects off the men and transmits through the one-way mirror to Mr.
Bean’s eyes.

Which light input is stronger and which is weaker? The light input that reflects off Mr. Bean is stronger than the light input
that reflects off the men.

What do we need to add to this model
to represent both inputs of light to Mr.
Bean’s eyes?
Are the inputs of light the same
strength?
How might you represent the two
inputs of light?
What parts and interactions in the new
eye-brain system do we need to
include?
How might you represent the electrical
signals generated by the light inputs and
sent to the brain?
How might you represent what Mr. Bean
sees and doesn’t see?
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Suggested prompt Sample student response

Which light input is represented in our class model? Our class model shows only the input of light that reflects off Mr.
Bean.

We’re talking about light reflecting off Mr. Bean and calling them
“inputs”? Using what you know about systems, why is this helpful to
our thinking?

Because the light is entering the eye so it's an input into something
new. The eye is a new system.

If we know two light inputs enter Mr. Bean’s eyes, which is a new system we are thinking about, and one of those inputs is stronger than the other, can
we use our experiences and what we have figured about multiple inputs into the eye and brain to explain why Mr. Bean sees himself but not the men?
What does our model need to include to explain what Mr. Bean does and doesn’t see?

Display slide P. Tell students to discuss these questions with their group, then work together to develop a model on their handout that
explains why Mr. Bean doesn’t see the men.✱ They can use colored pencils to layer new information onto the model. Encourage them to use
the revised class model from day 1 to guide their work. Give them about 5 minutes to work. Have students attach their models on the
notebook page opposite their Lesson 5 model.

7 · CONDUCT A CONSENSUS DISCUSSION
MATERIALS: science notebook, chart paper, markers

Conduct a Consensus Discussion. As groups complete their models, have students bring their notebook and a chair to a Scientists Circle for
a Consensus Discussion.✱ Make sure they sit next to their group members in the Scientists Circle.

KEY IDEAS Purpose of this discussion: At this point in the lesson, students are ready to share their ideas and models
regarding the lesson question: “Why does Mr. Bean not see the men?” This discussion allows students to share
and to determine how we want to represent what we have figured out.

Listen for the following key ideas: These ideas should surface in this discussion and should be represented in
the class consensus model:

Two inputs of light enter Mr. Bean’s eyes--one that has reflected off Mr. Bean to the one-way mirror
and back to his eyes, and one that has reflected off the men and transmitted through the one-way
mirror to Mr. Bean’s eyes.
The input of light that has reflected off Mr. Bean is a stronger input of light, while the input of light that
has reflected off the men is a weaker input of light.
Both inputs are refracted by the lens of the eye and focused on the retina, which changes the light
inputs into electrical signals.
The two electrical signals are not the same strength--the light reflected off Mr. Bean is a stronger
signal, while the light reflected off the men is a weaker signal.
Both signals travel to the brain along the optic nerve.
The brain responds to the stronger signal, which results in Mr. Bean seeing himself and not the men.

Share group models. After students settle into a Scientists Circle, show slide Q and tell them to use the questions to guide what they
share with the class. Give groups 1-2 minutes to discuss the questions, then call on students from different groups to share their

models and their responses to the questions on the slide.



Suggested prompt Sample student response

What does your model need to explain? The model needs to explain why Mr. Bean can see himself but can’t
see the men.

What components did your group include in your model? We included the eye, the pupil and lens, the retina, the optic nerve,
and the brain. We also included two light inputs into Mr. Bean’s eyes.

How did you represent the two different light inputs into Mr. Bean’s
eyes?

We used color to represent the inputs of light--orange to represent the
stronger input and blue to represent the weaker input.

The orange input represents the light reflecting off Mr. Bean and into
his eyes. The blue input represents the light reflecting off the men and
into Mr. Bean’s eyes.

How did you represent the two signals that travel to his brain? We represented the two signals as wiggly lines in the optic nerve.

We used a thicker orange wiggly line to represent the signal that
comes from the light reflected off Mr. Bean, and we used a thinner
blue wiggly line to represent the signal that comes from the light
reflected off the men.

How does Mr. Bean’s brain respond to the different signals it receives? Mr. Bean sees himself, so his brain is responding to that signal, but Mr.
Bean can’t see the men, so it’s not responding to that signal.

Construct a class consensus model. After students share their models and how they represented the two light inputs into Mr. Bean’s eyes,
the two electrical signals to Mr. Bean’s brain, and how his brain responded to the different signals it received, work together to develop a class
consensus model on chart paper. The consensus model should look similar to the image provided.

After completing the consensus model, add the following science idea to the Science Ideas chart:
When multiple light inputs are detected by the sense receptors in our eye, they are turned into signals. The brain responds to the
strongest signal.



ASSESSMENT
OPPORTUNITY

Building towards: 6.B Develop a model that describes how the eye responds to (interacts with) different inputs
of light and transmits those inputs as signals along the optic nerve to the brain, which processes the inputs into
what we “see.”

What to look for/listen for:
Look for small-group models to accurately represent how Mr. Bean’s eye (new system) interacts with the two
light inputs from Mr. Bean and the men (original system). During the Consensus Discussion, listen for students
to describe how Mr. Bean’s eye interacts with and processes the two inputs. Small-group models and students’
descriptions should reflect the ideas outlined in the Key Ideas callout above.

What to do:
If small-group models do not accurately represent the ideas in the Key Ideas callout, use the strategies
described in the Systems and System Models callout, as well as the questions on slide Q, to guide the
Consensus Discussion and development of the class consensus model. In addition, you can print Why does Mr.
Bean see himself and not the men?: Model Template, which includes an image of the model from the end of day 1.
Students can revise the model on the handout during the small-group modeling task.



2 min8 · NAVIGATION
MATERIALS: None

Summarize our thinking. After completing the consensus model, show slide R and say, We know two inputs of light enter Mr. Bean’s eyes: one
input that reflects off Mr. Bean and one input that reflects off the men. We also know Mr. Bean only sees himself. Why can Mr. Bean not see the men?
Call on one or two students to quickly summarize what we have figured out. Listen for these key ideas:

Mr. Bean has two light inputs into his eyes.
Both light inputs move through the lens and are refracted and focused onto the retina.
The retina turns both inputs into signals that travel to the brain along the optic nerve.
The brain responds to the stronger of the two signals it receives, which results in Mr. Bean seeing himself and not the men.

Close the lesson by saying, Now that we can explain why Mr. Bean sees himself and doesn't see the men, we are ready to develop an explanation for
the one-way mirror phenomenon.

Additional Lesson 6 Teacher Guidance
SUPPORTING
STUDENTS IN
MAKING
CONNECTIONS IN
ELA

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.SL.6.1 Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in groups,
and teacher-led) with diverse partners on grade 6 topics, texts, and issues, building on others' ideas and
expressing their own clearly.

There are numerous opportunities in this lesson for students to engage in discussions in pairs, small groups, and
as a class. Some discussions are teacher-led, but not all. Guidance is included to help students share their
experiences, express their own thinking, and build on the ideas of others as they work collaboratively to figure
out why Mr. Bean can see himself in the one-way mirror but can’t see the men on the other side. Additional
strategies that can be used to help students include these:

Strategically pair and group students.
Provide numerous opportunities to respond to questions and share thinking (in pairs before class
discussion, for example).
Allow students to use drawings as well as writing to express ideas.

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.SL.6.2 Interpret information presented in diverse media and formats (e.g., visually,
quantitatively, orally) and explain how it contributes to a topic, text, or issue under study.

In this lesson, students gather and interpret information from video, numerous images, and text, and they use
that information as evidence to figure out why Mr. Bean can see himself but can’t see the men. If students
struggle to gather information from any of these formats, look for alternative ways to present information, such
as paired reading of text, or utilize strategies that assist in gathering information, such as a graphic organizer or a
close reading technique.


